Swimming Pool Support (Roof). Waffle Slab 48 feet thick and structural forms. (For more information on precast or site cast concrete main structural segments either see book page 91).

The building is divided into five sections of the building if necessary. 1-15. This floor allows full circular circulation through all four sections of the building if necessary. This gallery level provides access to first balcony rows and first Tier with direct access to Level 2 and private secure underground arrival via private exterior colonnade, concession/bars, restaurants, and bookstore.

On this Level: Direct connection via escalator and stairs, Kinetic Control Booth, Mechanical, and Access to all support offices, and restaurants. This level is bypassed by main escalators, Accessible by elevators and stairs. On this level: administrative offices, conference rooms, bookstore, Press Entrance, and Land Information Center. On this level: Plan showing aluminum sun slats which cover the main escalators, Accessible by elevators and stairs. On this Level: Administrative offices, Conference Rooms, Press Room, Meeting/Conference Rooms, Exterior Colonnade, Restaurant/Lounge, Concourse Devisions, Restaurant/Lounge, and Meeting/Conference Rooms.

On this level: Lobby and main doors 1-4, concourse, and stairs to Levels 2, 3, 4, and 5. On this level: Plan showing aluminum sun slats which cover the main escalators, Accessible by elevators and stairs. On this Level: Administrative offices, Conference Rooms, Press Room, Meeting/Conference Rooms, Exterior Colonnade, Restaurant/Lounge, Concourse Devisions, Restaurant/Lounge, and Meeting/Conference Rooms.

On this Level: Plan showing aluminum sun slats which cover the main escalators, Accessible by elevators and stairs. On this Level: Plan showing aluminum sun slats which cover the main escalators, Accessible by elevators and stairs. On this Level: Plan showing aluminum sun slats which cover the main escalators, Accessible by elevators and stairs.